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Lesson Plan 14:  
Sticky Situations 

An Introductory Course in Meyer’s Halben Stangen (Staff) 

… sticky situation… it’s a stick…. geddit? 

 

by Daniel Pope on June 05, 2016 

 

 

  



Warm-up Basic Guards and Strikes 
Reading:  n/a 

Duration: 10 minutes 

Just running around the hall today with stretches and so on - we need all the time we can 
get. 

Exercise:  Hip Rotation 

This drill gets the fencer ready for the hip motions in the staff.  Stand in left forward guard 
(not holding a staff).  Swing the left hand down in a cutting action diagonally downward to 
the right, turning the hips in the movement toward the right and weighting toward the 
back.  Swing again over with a cutting action from high right to low left, forward weighting 
and twisting the hips so the front foot is pointed outward.  Come back to a front facing 
direction and take a passing step forward.  Repeat with the right hand. 

 

  



Part 1: Basic Staff Guards 
The staff forms the basis of Meyer’s other pole weapons and is simultaneously the easiest               
and most flexible in a fight. We’ll start with some basic guards and hand movements. 

NOTE: Not all of the images depicting guards in this section are exact - they should be                 
used as a guide - the “high guard” for example specifies a closer foot position and higher                 
grasp than shown. 

Gripping the Staff: 

There are a number of ways to grip the staff, however we’ll start with the basics.  

Grip the staff in the right hand at one end in the same way you’d hold a hammer. Now                   
place the left hand a third or so of the way up the staff, thumb pointing in the same                   
direction as the right. This is the orthodox grip. If we release our front hand and turn it                  
the other way so that the thumbs face toward each other, this is a reversed lead hand                 
grip. The two grips can be shown in the foreground of the plate from Meyer, below, the                 
orthodox on the right, the reverse on the left. Very occasionally we also turn the rear                
hand so the thumb faces backward also.  

 

Notice that both combatants hold their left hand forward, right at the base or a few                
inches up from it. We will call this a left hand lead guard. If we reverse the positions so                   
the left is at the base and the right forward, we call this a right hand lead. Typically in                   
Meyer the techniques are described from left-hand-lead, however there is plenty of            
evidence that Meyer intended to use the techniques on both sides. The Image below              
shows left and right hand leads in the foreground. 



 

 

Gripping the staff is similar to a sword - not too hard and with a somewhat angled hand.                  
Our hands constantly move on the staff to meet the situation. Normally our rear hand               
grasps the base of the staff, or a hand’s breadth or two up from it. Sometimes, however,                 
we hold the staff evenly around the centre with a quarter or so out from each side (see                  
the centre figures in the illustration above); we’ll call this a half-staff position. 

Notice that we can also swap from left to right hand lead at times. This is done with a                   
sliding motion of the hands. On hand should slide up, then the other down, to alternate                
their positions. It’s best to try to avoid moving both hands at once while doing this; it                 
tends to lead to clattering staffs on the training hall floor. 

Exercise:  

Standing in a natural stance, get used to sliding the staff from one grip to another. 

 

Table 1: Hand Positions Summary 

Description Lead Hand Lead Thumb Rear Thumb 

Left lead orthodox Left Forward Forward 

Left lead reversed Left Rearward Forward 

Left lead fully reversed Left Rearward Rearward 

Right lead orthodox Right Forward Forward 

Right lead reversed Right Rearward Forward 

Right lead fully reversed Right Rearward Rearward 

 



Parts of the Staff 

The staff is broken into several sections just as we’ve seen with the longsword for Meyer. 

● Top quarter - the “weak” of the staff, this is used for striking and parrying at a 
distance 

● Between top quarter to lead hand - the “strong” of the staff, for parrying and 
controlling. 

● Between the hands - for parrying, I’ll call this this haft  
● The back of the staff - any section projecting behind the rear hand, used for 

wrenching, and if in half staff, striking & parrying.  We’ll call this the butt. 

The staff will also be having a “long edge” and “short edge” just like a longsword; if we 
were using a halberd this would be the blade side and the hook side respectively. 

High Guard 

Stand in an orthodox left lead grip with the left foot forward in a              
regular longsword style stance. Hold the base of the staff at the            
breast with the point either straight up or canted slightly back.           
This is the high guard from which strikes are made. You can move             
the staff across to the right shoulder/breast as well. If the right            
foot is forward we can move into a left lead position instead, if             
desired. 

Make sure the feet aren’t too far apart, so you can easily gather             
forward with the lead leg at any time. 

 

Middle Guard 

From high guard lower the staff to be directly         
in line with the opponent’s chest/face. The       
rear hand remains high so the staff sticks out         
and threatens the thrust. This is the middle        
guard. It is also called straight parrying, and        
when the weapon is drawn back with a        
significant amount of butt by the side, field        

guard. 

 

Low Guard 

From middle guard lower the point yet further such that it is            
on the ground in front of you, be it to the left, to the right, or                
in the middle, and the rear hand is against the side of the body              
at around lower rib or upper hip height.  This is the low guard. 



 

 

Rudder Guard 

There are two variations on the rudder guard, trailing or          
leading. The leading rudder guard is performed in reversed         
left lead grip, tip of the staff on the ground, right hand on the              
base held in front of the head, angled at perhaps 30 degrees            
from vertical, with the left foot forward. 

 

The trailing rudder guard is performed by entering rudder         
guard then stepping back with the left so that the right is            
forward, and drawing the tip of the staff along the ground to            
the left side of the body until it lays in line with the rear leg.               
The grip can return to orthodox if needed, and the rear           
(right) hand is held in front of the body somewhat. 

The lead rudder guard will generally simply be referred to          
here as “rudder guard”, while the alternative will be “trailing          
rudder guard”. 

 

Near Guard 

An unusual guard, and an extreme extension of the trailing          
rudder guard in some ways. 

Place the right foot forward and grasp the staff in an reversed            
left lead grip, right on the bases as usual. Turn the body around             
so the hips are facing away from the opponent and the staff            
goes all the way past the left side of our body so that it is almost                
pointing back toward our opponent (only behind us!)  

This is usually the extreme point of a catch or wind up for a stroke. 

Exercise: 

Notice that we can transition from here to rudder as follows. From nearguard place the tip                
of the staff on the ground and step away from the opponent with the right leg in an                  
anticlockwise direction. Hold the staff overhead with the right hand while doing this and              
keep the point on the ground.  You should be left foot forward, and in rudder! 

 

 



 

 

Thrusting High Guard 

This on-point high guard is used throughout the        
polearms but only truly named in the section on the          
pike. Stand with the left forward and the butt of the           
staff before the head, lead hand extended out roughly         
like the ochs with the longsword. 

This is a high thrusting position, but is also used as a            
strike like a sturzhauw (especially effective with the        
rear hook of the halberd). 

Non Canonical Stances 

There are a few other non canonical stances shown in the plates and implicit in certain                
actions, but never named. 

The first is a transitional position, left leg forward and          
turned out, arms in the same position as a trailing rudder           
guard. This is typically encountered when moving from        
high guard to a cut from below on the left with no step. 

If we looked over our shoulder or stepped back we would be            
in nearguard, so for now we’ll call this “reverse nearguard”. 

 

The second is the movement that would occur if we were in            
rudder guard and dragged our tip along the ground by our           
right side turning ourselves to the right to face away from           
our opponent, then lifting our staff slightly off the ground.          
This is the transitional movement that would be part of a           
plunging false edge strike with the staff. Essentially it’s         
rudder guard facing the wrong way, and as such we’ll call it            
“reverse rudder guard”. 

 

The last is a high overhead position with the staff held similarly            
to the vom-tag position with the longsword, ready for an          
overhead strike (or during it), only tipped further back. We will           
call this vom tag. 

 

 



 

Part 2: Footwork 
The basics foot position can be typically characterised as being on-line with the 
opponent, turned out, or turned away.  The guard in the previous section show examples 
of each.  For example: 

Table 2: Foot Alignment 

Description Example Lead foot Rear foot Weighting Hips/ 
Shoulder 

On-line Rudder Toward  90° Front Toward 

Turned out Reverse 
nearguard 

Turned 30° 
out 

Toward target, on 
ball of foot 

Front Turned 30° out 

Turned away Nearguard 90° Away Rear Turned 60° in 

 

Passing Steps 

Beginning with the front foot forward, take a step all the way through so you’ve come                
into the opposite side stance. 

Gathering Steps 

● Lunge forward a short distance with the front foot, then “gather” with the rear to               
keep stance, or 

● “Gather” the rear up toward the front foot, then lunge forward on the font to               
re-establish stance. 

Stolen Steps 

● Bring your lead foot back just in front of the rear, then step back out to its original                  
position (useful for evasion), or 

● Bring the rear foot toward the front, then step it back out to its original position. 

Compass Steps (triangle) 

Step to either side with the rear foot to rotate around like a compass. 

Side Steps 

Step slightly to the side and forward with the lead foot, then move the rear foot to                 
re-establish stance.  Alternatively move the rear foot first then correct with the lead. 

Part 3: Solo Basic Striking Movements 



There are a number of cutting movements which will help developing hand skills as well               
as the various stances.  

Diagonal Strike From Above: 

This strike moves from high guard through middle-guard, down to low guard.  During the 
course of the cut we move from a very upright position to a slight forward lean.  

1. Left leg forward, high guard on left. 
2. Strike diagonally down with a gather forward to Middle-Guard. 
3. Continue the movement to low guard on the right. 
4. Bring staff back up to guard on the left, gather back. 
5. Repeat. 

Exercise: Repeat this in opposition with a partner, cutting down only into the straight              
parrying. 

 

Diagonal Strike From Below: 

A cutting upward motion, this should be done with a deep scooping upward so we don’t 
shorten the cut too much. 

1. Right leg forward, trailing rudder. 
2. Strike diagonally up to high thrusting, stepping through with a left passing. 
3. Come up through to thrusting high guard 
4. Reset, repeat 

Exercise: Repeat this in opposition with a partner. 

 

Diagonal Strikes From Above: 

Continuous strikes in place through the diagonals from above, alternating long/short           
edge. 

1. Left foot forward, left lead hand, left high guard. 
2. Diagonal strike down to middle guard 
3. Continue down to low guard on right. 
4. Turning right draw back to reverse rudder. 
5. Bring staff over with false edge in a loop to come into high thrusting. 
6. Bring staff down and past the left side into reverse neargaurd. 
7. Bring staff back up to high guard. 
8. Repeat 

 



Diagonal Strikes From Below: 

Continuous strikes in place through the diagonals from below, alternating true and false             
edge. 

1. Left foot forward, left lead hand, left high guard. 
2. Rotate left into reverse nearguard on left. 
3. Scoop forward through rudder 
4. Scoop up to thrusting high guard. 
5. Continue motion over and down to reverse rudder 
6. Scoop forward with the false edge to low guard 
7. Strike up through middle guard 
8. Come up to high guard on left 
9. Rotate back over to reverse nearguard on the left. 
10. Repeat. 

 

 

  



Part 3: Paired Basic Striking Movements 
The following basic strikes can easily be practiced against a partner. 

Thrusts: 

No staff treatise would be complete without thrusting.  We only have one thrusting 
exercise here despite the fact that thrusting is one of the critical attacks with both 
halberd and staff. 

1. Left leg forward middle guard. 
2. Gather forward and thrust x 3 (different levels) 
3. Repeat. 

Exercise: Repeat this in opposition with a partner who just parries aside from rudder or               
middle, attacker changes through.  Reverse roles 

 

Thrust from Rudder 

1. Left forward, left lead, rudder 
2. Rudder to middle guard (a parry) 
3. Gather step thrust 
4. Retreat 

Exercise: Do this against a partner striking or thrusting at you. 

 

Flick Hits: 

Following the principle of moving around in a looping motion to either strike or thrust 
around the other side of a weapon. 

1. Left leg forward rudder. 
2. Gather forward and rotate the hands clockwise so the right hand comes to the              

flank, the lead hand bringing the staff up into a middle guard. 
3. Gather forward and rotate the hands back to rudder so that the tip would strike               

them in the knee. 
4. Repeat. 

Exercise: Repeat this in opposition with a partner who performs the same movement. 

 

Sweeps: 

Many strokes in the staff use a single handed attack or “sweep”.  



1. Left leg forward centre low guard 
2. Come up through rudder guard (a parry) 
3. Bring the staff around the head and release the left hand 
4. Sweep forward horizontally with a single handed stroke and a passing step            

forward 
5. Repeat. 

Exercise: Repeat this in opposition with a partner thrusts centrally, and then parries aside              
the sweep. 

 

Crest Strike 

Just as we have a horizontal sweep, the crest stroke is a vertical sweep. 

1. Left leg forward centre low guard 
2. Come up through rudder guard (a parry) 
3. Bring the staff around the head and release the left hand 
4. Sweep forward vertically with a single handed stroke and a passing step forward 
5. Repeat. 

Exercise: Repeat this in opposition with a partner who just parries horizontally with the              
haft of the staff. 

The crest strike can also be performed 2 handed (especially with heavy halberds). 

 

 

 

  



Part 4: Elements of the Devices 
HIGH GUARD Device: Parry, Slash, Sweep 

1. P1 thrusts 
2. P2 strikes down from high to hand (just in front) to right low guard, stepping right                

foot across behind to left 
3. P1 withdraws their hand or changes through 
4. Defender cuts diagonally back up to collect their staff 
5. Continue motion up and around, passing step back on left foot, sweeping strike to              

their left temple 
6. Recover backward to middle  

NEAR GUARD Device: Sweep, Strike, Thrust 

1. P1 middle, P2 nearguard  
2. P2 sweep around from left all the way around to strike at their right temple (P1                

parries straight) 
3. P2 continues movement, catches and strikes over with a passing step on left down              

into right low guard 
4. P1 thrusts toward the face 
5. P2 steps far right with right leg and parry-thrusts schielhauw style 

STRAIGHT PARRYING Device 1: Jerking Off 

1. P1 & P2 oppose in middle 
2. P2 jerks to the side and thrusts 

STRAIGHT PARRYING Device 2: Jerking Off & Changing through 

1. P1 & P2 oppose in middle 
2. P2 jerks to the side  
3. P1 jerks back 
4. P2 changes through and thrusts 

STRAIGHT PARRYING Device 3: Jerk off and sweep the leg 

1. P1 and P2 oppose in the middle 
2. P2 jerks 
3. P1 jerks back 
4. P2 passing back on left sweeps around to strike front leg on their left side one                

handed. 
5. P2 recovers the staff across to a close to the body, close hands, then trailing               

rudder 
6. P1 thrusts 
7. P2 flips to straight parrying to defend then counterthrusts 



  

WINDING Device 1: A winding from left bind 

1. P1 & P2 oppose in middle against the left 
2. P2 pushes high with foible 
3. P1 lifts arms slightly to counter 
4. P2 slips right hand up the staff somewhat, steps through the right and moves              

through ochs and does a schnappen over with the hilt 
5. P2 strikes with almost crossed hands in half-staff position 

  

WINDING Device 2: A winding from right bind, with a takedown 

1. P1 & P2 oppose in middle against the right in the bind. 
2. P2 pushes high with foible 
3. P1 lifts arms slightly to counter 
4. P2 slips right hand up the staff somewhat, steps a right passing and moves              

through ochs and does a schnappen over with the hilt 
5. P1 lifts their arms as if they intend to schnappen in return, stepping forward on               

their right 
6. P2 moves to an ochs, stepping back on the right passing. 
7. P2 uses their staff over the neck for a takedown 

  



Slow Play 
Duration: 10 minutes 

Now bout at a SLOW speed - almost tai chi like (much the same speed you would have                  
started out doing the circles, previously). Your attacks are limited to those you’ve learned so               
far. 

The aim here is not only to find a weakness in your opponent’s technique/movement, but               
more importantly to keep the same speed and flow, and to let your opponent follow through                
with their technique. 

NOTE: If you break pace and accelerate to deflect a blow, or cease to flow mid technique,                 
you are considered to have “lost” just as much as you would have if your opponent had                 
struck you. 

Perform 3 x 3 minute rounds 

 

  

 


